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Traffic: Organic vs Paid
insurshield.com | US | All time

# Note Category

1 Jun 7, 2019 Domain Diversity Update 

Google has rolled out an update to improve the situation when a single domain dominates search
results for a specific query. As Google says, it generally will not show more than 2 URLs from the same
domain in search results.

Google organic

Jun 4, 2019 US Database Update
SEMrush US database now contains over 160 million keywords.

SEMrush

Pre-Announced Google Core Update 

In an unusual move, Google has announced that it will be releasing a core ranking algorithm update
around June 3–4. According to a Google spokesman, there is nothing special or big about this update,
and there are no particular things to watch out for or try to fix

Google organic

2 May 22, 2019 Search Results Shake Up. Another Google Indexing Bug Suspected 

As Google has confirmed another problem with indexing — this time related to new content--the
SEMrush Sensor has reported significant shifts in rankings. It has yet to be determined if this is cause
and effect.

Google organic

3 Apr 7, 2019 Google De-indexing Issue Leads to Shifts in Rankings 

Google has confirmed that a glitch in their algorithm caused some pages to be de-indexed and
removed from search results.

Google organic

4 Mar 12, 2019 Florida 2 Core Algo Update 

Danny Sullivan of Google has confirmed that a broad core algorithm update was released earlier this
week. The update was dubbed Florida 2 at the WebmasterWorld forum. As it is a broad update, there
are no specific changes to look out for. Updates like this focus on the overall quality of search and
how well the results match the user's intent.

Google organic

5 Sep 27, 2018 Google Birthday Update 

Google representatives have confirmed they released a minor search algorithm update on the
company's anniversary, September 27. They did not disclose any details regarding this update.

Google organic

6 Aug 1, 2018 Google Search Quality Update 

Google has officially confirmed that it has released a major search quality update. According to its
statement, the update is not focused on demoting bad content, but rather on providing more
relevant results. Webmasters are still advised to look out for potential rankings drops.

Google organic

Organic Paid

0

Date
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https://searchengineland.com/google-search-update-aims-to-show-more-diverse-results-from-different-domain-names-317934
https://searchengineland.com/google-pre-announces-june-2019-core-search-algorithm-update-317698
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-search-algorithm-update-may-22-27615.html
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-algorithm-update-tools-false-alarm-27378.html
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/florida-update-2-insights/298365/
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-birthday-algorithm-update-26453.html
https://searchengineland.com/googles-august-first-core-algorithm-update-who-did-it-impact-and-how-much-303538
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7 Apr 17, 2018 Core Algo Update in April 
Google has confirmed that it released a core algorithm update in mid-April. Updates like this happen
several times a year, and there are usually no particular recipes for fixing position drops. The SEMrush
Sensor registered this update with peaks on April 18 and 20.

Google organic

8 Mar 9, 2018 Google Core Algo Update 

Google representatives have confirmed that they released a core ranking algorithm update over the
weekend. Updates like this occur several times a year, but Google has no specific recommendations
on what webmasters should fix if they have been hit by this update. The update has also affected the
SEMrush Sensor score.

Google organic

9 Jan 15, 2018 Keyword Database Is Being Updated 

We are updating our keyword database, retiring old, unused keywords, and adding the new
contemporary ones. We are also updating search volumes to make them more accurate.

SEMrush

10 Dec 13, 2017 Pre-holidays Google Update 

Another Google update hit websites in the middle of December. It was reported by SEMrush Sensor
and the WebmasterWorld experts, and later confirmed by Google's representatives. The analysis
performed by Barry Schwarz suggests that the update hit at least two website categories: - Sites with
too many landing pages targeting KW permutations - Sites with too many ads or thin content

Google organic

11 Nov 15, 2017 Mid-November Google Update 

Webmasters and the SEMrush Sensor have reported a high level of fluctuations in rankings this week,
suggesting a significant update. Preliminary analysis shows that sites with lots of ads and thin content
were affected.

Google organic

12 Aug 22, 2017 Hawk Local Algorithm Update 

The changes in the local pack rankings that were attributed to the Possum algorithm update a year
ago now seem to have been partially rolled back. Possum previously forced similar businesses located
near each other to be filtered out of local search results. On August 22, Google released a refined
algorithm update, dubbed “Hawk,” which returned the majority of those businesses to the local pack.
Nevertheless, businesses that share the same building can still be filtered out.

Google organic

Aug 19, 2017 Google Quality Update in late August 

Many websites experienced significant changes in rankings on August 14 and August 19. The analysis
of the patterns suggests that another quality update has been rolled out, penalizing sites with bad
user experience, such as: - Thin content with lots of ads - Broken links and/or Flash - Low relevance to
the query

Google organic

13 Jun 24, 2017 Significant Long-term Google Update 

With the SEMrush Sensor showing all-time-high volatility scores, this seems to be the biggest update
so far. Many webmasters have also confirmed that they’ve seen traffic changes. Despite all efforts, this
analysis has revealed no patterns for the update, and there has been no official announcement from
Google.

Google organic

14 May 17, 2017 Weeklong Google Update 

The SEMrush Sensor has reported a high volatility in Google’s search results. Some webmasters have
also confirmed that there was an update. Although this change may be caused by the recent drop of
the Featured Snippet link from search results, it is not enough to completely explain the shifts, which
have been occurring for a week already.

Google organic

15 Mar 17, 2017 AdWords' Exact Match Type Replaced with Semantic Match 

Google has announced that exact match keywords can now show for semantic match queries as well
as exact match queries. This can lead to a decrease in conversion rates for some ads.

Google paid

Date
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https://searchengineland.com/google-confirms-rolling-out-a-broad-core-search-algorithm-update-earlier-week-296600
https://www.gsqi.com/marketing-blog/march-7-2018-google-algorithm-update-brackets/
https://www.semrush.com/blog/new-semrush-data-fresh-keywords-precise-volumes/
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-maccabees-update-analysis-24951.html
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-algorithm-search-ranking-update-24774.html
http://searchengineland.com/august-22-2017-hawk-google-local-algorithm-update-282269
http://www.gsqi.com/marketing-blog/august-19-2017-google-algorithm-update/
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-june-25th-update-analyisis-24097.html
http://www.gsqi.com/marketing-blog/may-17-2017-google-algorithm-update/
http://searchengineland.com/data-death-exact-match-impact-272380
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Mar 8, 2017 Large Google Rankings Update 'Fred' 
Webmaster forums have reported numerous position and traffic shifts. The SEMrush Sensor is also
showing a High level of volatility this day. Google's representatives have officially confirmed that they
released an update that specifically targets websites with "quality issues."

Google organic

Mar 6, 2017 Google shows more Top Stories in Related Picks 

Google has added a new feature that allows users to see more AMPs in search results. Some pages
now show the 'Related picks' section under Top Stories, which can be expanded into a series of AMPs.

Google organic

16 Feb 7, 2017 Google Algorithm Update on Feb 7th 

Although less than a week has passed since the previous shift in rankings, it appears that Google is
rolling out another ranking algorithm update. Many webmasters and tracking tools, including
SEMrush Sensor, have reported significant rankings changes in Google search results.

Google organic

Feb 1, 2017 Google Algo Update Seems to Target PBNs 

Webmasters and the BlackHatWorld forum have reported that there seems to be a Google update
penalizing PBNs (Private Blog Networks), a black hat SEO technique. Although these claims are
supported by data from different tracking tools, including SEMrush Sensor, Google has not officially
confirmed this update.

Google organic

17 Jan 10, 2017 Intrusive Interstitials Mobile Penalty 

Google has announced that starting January 10th it will be penalizing mobile pages with interstitials
that impede user access to content. Here are the examples of techniques that could be penalized: -
Pop-ups that cover the main content - Standalone interstitial that needs to be dismissed to access the
main content - Hiding the main content below the fold

Google organic

18 Dec 13, 2016 US Database Update 

SEMrush US database now contains over 120 million keywords.

SEMrush

Dec 7, 2016 Desktop Search UI Update 

Google has updated the UI of its desktop search, bringing it closer to mobile UI. Apart from several
visual changes, the desktop users now see more cards.

Google organic

19 Nov 23, 2016 AMP Carousels for Hotel Listings 

Google now shows a new AMP Carousel for hotel listings in mobile search results.

Google organic

Nov 10, 2016 Google Algo Update: Mobile Impacted 

Several SERP tracking tools indicated significant changes in rankings on Thursday, November 10th.
Symptoms indicate mobile-related changes, probably testing of mobile-first index.

Google organic

Nov 4, 2016 Mobile-First Index Experiment Started 

Google announced that they've launched an experiment to use mobile version of the website as
primary source of content. The scope of the experiment is limited for now, but will be gradually
expanded. No significant impact on ranking is expected.

Google organic

20 Oct 13, 2016 Penguin 4.0 rollout complete 

Gary Illyes from Google confirmed that the rollout of Penguin 4.0 which started on September 23rd is
completed by now.

Google organic

21 Sep 28, 2016 Penguin 4.0 Recoveries start to roll out 

Penguin 4.0 penalty recoveries started to roll out on September 28th, according to Gary Illyes from
Google. They seem to be completed by the beginning of next week, October 3rd.

Google organic

Date
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https://www.seroundtable.com/google-fred-algorithm-quality-issues-23611.html
http://searchengineland.com/google-related-picks-now-showing-top-stories-carousels-270592
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-phantom-update-feb-7-23441.html
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-algorithm-update-targets-pbn-23358.html
https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2016/08/helping-users-easily-access-content-on.html
https://www.semrush.com/news/keyword-database-updates-us-uk-ca/
http://www.thesempost.com/google-switches-new-ui-style-worldwide/
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-amp-hotel-listing-carousel-23034.html
http://www.gsqi.com/marketing-blog/google-algorithm-update-november-10-2016-mobile-first/
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-mobile-first-index-22953.html
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-penguin-4-rollout-complete-22831.html
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-penguin-4-recoveries-22792.html
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Sep 23, 2016 Penguin 4.0 launch 

Google has officially launched Penguin 4.0. The update eliminates the long wait for site owners to
recover if they have been penalized. Also, Penguin is now part of the core algorithm, same as Panda.

Google organic

Sep 20, 2016 AMPs indexed in organic search 

Google has officially rolled out Accelerated Mobile Pages in organic search results around the world.
Corresponding pages may see an increase in mobile traffic

Google organic

Sep 2, 2016 Google Core Algo Update on Weekend 

Changes in core and local web search results have been widely reported by webmasters and ranking
tools. John Mueller of Google did not officially confirm the update, although said it is definitely not
Penguin 4.0.

Google organic

Sep 1, 2016 Possum local algorithm launch 

1. Businesses that fall outside of the physical city limits saw a huge spike in ranking. 2. Google is now
filtering based on address and affiliation. 3. The physical location of the searcher is more important
than it was before. 4. Search results vary more based on slight variations of the keyword searched. 5.
The local filter seems to be running more independently from the organic filter.

Google organic

22 Jul 26, 2016 Expanded Text Ads are Live
Google has officially launched expanded text ads. The extra-long ads with double headlines are now
available across all devices. This may potentially change paid traffic flows.

Google paid

23 May 12, 2016 Mobile Friendly Boost 

Google representatives announce completion of an update which improves positions of mobile-
friendly websites in mobile search

Google organic

24 Feb 20, 2016 Right sidebar Ads removed 

Google will no longer show ads in the right sidebar. Now it will place up to four ads above the search
results and all the rest will be moved to the bottom of the results page, which may lead to a drop in
click-through rates. This update is limited to desktop search results.

Google paid

25 Jan 16, 2016 Burj Khalifa Update 

Another core algorithm update confirmed by Google's representatives after significant fluctuations on
the weekend.

Google organic

Jan 8, 2016 Google Core Update 

Google's representatives have confirmed that they rolled out a core ranking algorithm update that
took more than a week to complete.

Google organic

26 Oct 26, 2015 RankBrain Introduction 

Google announced the usage of machine-learning algorithm called RankBrain to sort search results

Google organic

Oct 1, 2015 US Database Update 

On October 1st we launched an update of our US database update. Now it contains more than 80
million keywords and top 100 organic positions for each of them.

SEMrush

27 Jun 22, 2015 Panda 4.2 

Google has announced that it has launched a Panda refresh, but it may take months to fully roll out.

Google organic

28 May 3, 2015 The Quality Update 

Google has confirmed that it made changes to its core ranking algorithm in terms of how quality
signals are processed.

Google organic

Date
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https://www.semrush.com/blog/penguin-4-0-update-the-good-the-bad-and-the-ugly/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/amp-organic-search-index/174143/
http://searchengineland.com/big-google-search-update-happening-chatter-thinks-258142
http://searchengineland.com/everything-need-know-googles-possum-algorithm-update-258900
http://searchengineland.com/googles-mobile-friendly-algorithm-boost-rolled-249357
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/google-removes-right-hand-sidebar-ads/ 
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-fluctuations-continue-likely-not-penguin-21489.html
http://searchengineland.com/google-had-a-major-core-ranking-algorithm-update-this-past-weekend-240067
http://searchengineland.com/faq-all-about-the-new-google-rankbrain-algorithm-234440
https://www.semrush.com/news/huge-us-keyword-database-boost/
http://searchengineland.com/google-panda-4-2-is-here-slowly-rolling-out-after-waiting-almost-10-months-225850
http://searchengineland.com/the-quality-update-google-confirms-changing-how-quality-is-assessed-resulting-in-rankings-shake-up-221118
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29 Apr 22, 2015 Mobile Friendly Update 

Google has begun the global rollout of the mobile-friendly update that impacts search rankings on
mobile devices only. This update introduces mobile-friendliness as a ranking factor and applies only
to individual pages, not entire websites.

Google organic

30 Feb 5, 2015 Unnamed Update 

Multiple SERP-trackers and many webmasters reported major flux in Google SERPs. Google did not
officially confirm an update.

Google organic

31 Nov 13, 2014 Google Drops Carousel for Local Listings 

Google replaces its horizontal Carousel display of local search results by a 3-pack of organic listings.
Several categories are affected: restaurants, nightlife, entertainment and hotels.

Google organic

32 Oct 24, 2014 Google Pirate Update 

Google announced an update to its filtering system. Near the end of the month torrent tracker
websites took a dive in the search results

Google organic

Oct 23, 2014 Panda 4.1 

Google has announced that the latest version of its Panda Update — a filter designed to penalize
“thin” or poor content from ranking well — has been released

Google organic

Oct 17, 2014 Penguin 3.0 

Google updated their Penguin algorithm with version 3.0. It evaluates a site’s backlink profile and may
demote a site if it is poor

Google organic

Oct 2, 2014 In the News' Box 

Google made a change in the display of the News-box results, and later announced they had
expanded the news websites links set

Google organic

33 Aug 24, 2014 Authorship Removed 

John Mueller of Google Webmaster Tools announced that Google will completely stop showing
authorship information in search results - both author photos and bylines

Google organic

Aug 6, 2014 HTTPS as rank signal 
Google officially announced their decision to start using HTTPS as a ranking signal. Initially the update
would affect less than 1% of queries, but we should expect for HTTPS to gain weight over time

Google organic

34 Jul 24, 2014 Pigeon 

Google has released a new algorithm to provide a more useful, relevant and accurate local search
results that are tied more closely to traditional web search ranking signals. The changes will be visible
within the Google Maps search results and Google Web search results.

Google organic

35 Jun 12, 2014 Payday Loan 3.0 

The third version of PayDay Loan algorithm is officially announced, specifically targeting “very
spammy queries”

Google organic

36 May 19, 2014 Panda 4.0 

Matt Cutts announced the release of a major Panda update, affecting different languages to different
degrees. For English-language the amount of affected queries revolving around 7,5%

Google organic

Date
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https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2015/04/rolling-out-mobile-friendly-update.html
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-algorithm-update-19820.html
http://searchengineland.com/google-axes-carousel-new-local-3-pack-208710
http://searchengineland.com/reports-google-pirate-update-rolled-week-206620
http://searchengineland.com/panda-update-rolling-204313
http://searchengineland.com/google-penguin-3-0-worldwide-rollout-still-process-impacting-1-english-queries-206286
http://searchengineland.com/googles-news-listings-beyond-traditional-205213
http://searchengineland.com/goodbye-google-authorship-201975
https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2014/08/https-as-ranking-signal.html
http://searchengineland.com/google-makes-significant-changes-local-search-ranking-algorithm-197778
http://searchengineland.com/googles-payday-loan-algorithm-3-0-rolling-now-193954
http://searchengineland.com/google-begins-rolling-panda-4-0-now-192043
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May 16, 2014 Payday Loan 2.0 

Google has confirmed they have released a new algorithm update to their Payday Loan Algorithm
update over this weekend. This algorithm specifically targets “very spammy queries”

Google organic

37 Mar 24, 2014 Unnamed Update 

Major algorithm flux trackers and sites reported ranking changes, but this update was never
confirmed by Google.

Google organic

38 Feb 6, 2014 Top Heavy 3 

Google has released a refresh of its Page Layout Algorithm. The filter, downgrades the ranking of a
web page with too many ads at the top or if the ads are deemed too distracting for users.

Google organic

39 Oct 22, 2013 AdRank Update 

Google announced a change to Ad Rank, its ad serving calculation in AdWords that determines where
your ad shows and how much you’ll pay per click. In addition to max CPC bid and quality score, Ad
Rank will now factor in the expected impact from ad extensions and formats

Google paid

Oct 4, 2013 Penguin 2.1 

The fifth confirmed release of Google’s “Penguin” spam fighting algorithm went live, expected to
impact about 1 percent of all searches

Google organic

40 Aug 20, 2013 Hummingbird 

Officially announced by Google a month later, Humminbird is an update of its core ranking algorithm

Google organic

41 Jul 27, 2013 Multi-Week Update 

A series of updates confirmed by Google representatives, spanning several weeks

Google organic

42 May 22, 2013 Penguin 2.0 

Matt Cutts, the head of Google’s Web spam team, announced the new Penguin 2.0 update saying that
2.3% of English queries will be noticeably impacted by this update

Google organic

43 Mar 14, 2013 Panda #25 

Final update before incorporation of Panda into main algorithm

Google organic

44 Jan 22, 2013 Panda #24 

Official Panda update announce by Google

Google organic

45 Dec 21, 2012 Panda #23 

Official Panda update announce by Google

Google organic

Date
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http://searchengineland.com/official-google-payday-loan-algorithm-2-0-launched-targets-spammy-queries-192027
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-update-march-18313.html
http://searchengineland.com/google-updates-page-layout-algorithm-go-sites-top-heavy-ads-183929
http://searchengineland.com/google-changes-adwords-ad-rank-calculation-now-factors-in-ad-extensions-and-formats-174854 
http://searchengineland.com/penguin-2-1-and-5-live-173632
http://searchengineland.com/google-hummingbird-172816
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-update-confirmed-16981.html
http://searchengineland.com/penguin-4-with-penguin-2-0-generation-spam-fighting-is-now-live-160544
http://searchengineland.com/google-panda-update-25-seems-to-have-hit-151732
http://searchengineland.com/google-panda-update-version-24-1-2-of-search-queries-impacted-146149
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-update-maybe-16121.html
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Top backlinks
Root Domain: insurshield.com

Referring page Title / Referring page URL Anchor text / Link URL Type

Upcoming | Page 883 | AixinDashi.org - PR 4 DoFollow Social Bookmarking Site
http://aixindashi.org/upcoming/page/883/

https://insurshield.com
https://insurshield.com/shop/

News | Page 133 | Upcoming | AixinDashi.org - PR 4 DoFollow Social Bookmarking Site
http://aixindashi.org/upcoming/news/page/133/

https://insurshield.com
https://insurshield.com/shop/

Upcoming | Page 332 | KultaMuSEO.net - High Traffic Social Bookmarking Site 2018
http://kultamuseo.net/upcoming/alltime/page/332/

https://insurshield.com
https://insurshield.com/shop/

Upcoming | Page 78 | UsefulEnglish.net - Max Traffic Social Bookmarking Site
http://www.usefulenglish.net/upcoming/page/78/

https://insurshield.com
https://insurshield.com/shop/

Health and Fitness | Page 64 | Upcoming | Bookmarking Central - Social Bookmarking Site
http://www.bookmarkingcentral.com/upcoming/month/health-fitness/page/64/…

https://insurshield.com
https://insurshield.com/shop/

Backlinks: Top Anchors
Root Domain: insurshield.com

Anchors Percentage Domains Backlinks

https://insurshield.com 67% 27 139

what is the best iphone screen protector 19% 1 39

best screen protectors for iphone 3% 3 6

where to buy iphone glass screen protector 2% 3 5

www.insurshield.com/shop 2% 3 5

Backlinks: Follow vs Nofollow
Root Domain: insurshield.com

16%
Follow (34)

84%
Nofollow (175)

Backlinks: Types
Root Domain: insurshield.com

Text
207 (99.0%)

Image
2 (1.0%)

Form
0

Frame
0
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http://aixindashi.org/upcoming/page/883/
https://insurshield.com/shop/
http://aixindashi.org/upcoming/news/page/133/
https://insurshield.com/shop/
http://kultamuseo.net/upcoming/alltime/page/332/
https://insurshield.com/shop/
http://www.usefulenglish.net/upcoming/page/78/
https://insurshield.com/shop/
http://www.bookmarkingcentral.com/upcoming/month/health-fitness/page/64/
https://insurshield.com/shop/
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Backlinks: Top Referring Domains
Root Domain: insurshield.com

Root Domain Backlinks IP / Country

webs.com 39  104.17.119.40

kultamuseo.net 19  69.175.35.162

sammybookmarks.com 12  67.225.226.193

justgetlinks.xyz 10  43.255.154.32

bookmarkingcentral.com 10  108.163.208.114

Backlinks: Top Indexed Pages
Root Domain: insurshield.com

Title and URL Domains Backlinks

Shop | InsurShield
https://insurshield.com/shop/

32 160

Serious iPhone Warning issued by Apple | InsurShield
https://insurshield.com/2019/01/30/serious-iphone-warning-issued-by-apple/

0 0

Screen Protector Archives | InsurShield
https://insurshield.com/tag/screen-protector/

0 0

Apple may release a new iPhone SE in 2019 | InsurShield
https://insurshield.com/2019/04/17/apple-may-release-a-new-iphone-se-with-in-2019/

0 0

iPhone 6/7/8 InsurShield | InsurShield
https://insurshield.com/product/iphone-6-7-8-insurshield/

0 0

Display Advertising: Recent Sites
insurshield.com
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http://webs.com
http://kultamuseo.net
http://sammybookmarks.com
http://justgetlinks.xyz
http://bookmarkingcentral.com
https://insurshield.com/shop/
https://insurshield.com/2019/01/30/serious-iphone-warning-issued-by-apple/
https://insurshield.com/tag/screen-protector/
https://insurshield.com/2019/04/17/apple-may-release-a-new-iphone-se-with-in-2019/
https://insurshield.com/product/iphone-6-7-8-insurshield/
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Display Advertising: Landing Pages
insurshield.com

Display Advertising: Sample Text Ads
insurshield.com

Display Advertising: Sample Image Ads
insurshield.com
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